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The Velvet key range enables you to personalize your customers’ bunch of keys with new, bright
colours and finishes, helping them identify immediately keys dedicated to different uses.
VELVET KEYS - Plus

KEY RANGE
The new Velvet key range
includes the following references:

AB1XL

CYS1L

UL051XL

AGB1RL DM119XL UL052SL
AZ2L

EZ2RL

UL058SL

BK1XL

FAC7L

UNI3L

CB6L

IE6L

VAC2L

CE2XL

LC11L

VI080L

CS204L

MC2L

WK1XL

CS206L

MC2RL

YA1EL

CVL3L

TE2XL

YA226L

CVL3RL

UL050XL

YA226XL

COLOUR RANGE
Five metallic hues to brighten up
your customers’ keys: green, orange, lilac, blue, and red.

 The Velvet keys combine colour,

 Available in boxes of 50 keys

design and quality in a unique
product.

of the same reference and colour.
least 3000 pieces.

quality materials and resistant-towear finishes.

 Other references and key heads

 Customize the Velvet keys with

texts and images of your choice.
You can, for example, promote your
own brand and shop contact details.
 The Velvet keys feature a distinctive

CUSTOMIZATION
Personalize your Velvet keys with
your shop’s contact details, your
logo, or any other image you like.
Download the customization form
from the Silca website, fill it in,
and send it to your Silca distributor or sales representative.

 Samples available for orders of at

 The Velvet keys are made with high

available upon request. Contact
your Silca distributor or sales representative for more information.

CUSTOMIZATION FORM

texture and a shimmering glare,
adding a touch of brightness and
flair to your customers’ keys. You
can choose from five different colours: green, orange, lilac, blue,
and red.
 Unique key head for the entire
range. The Velvet keys are all available in the versatile ‘L’ head shape,
providing a wide area for your texts
and images.

SILCA S.p.A. Via Podgora, 20 (Z.I.) - 31029 Vittorio Veneto (TV) - Italy
Telephone +39 0438 9136 Fax +39 0438 913800 - www.silca.biz

In compliance with current regulations relating to industrial property, we hereby state that the trade-marks or trade names mentioned in this document are the exclusive property of authorized manufacturers of locks and users. Said trade-marks or trade names are nominated only for the purposes of information so that any lock for which our keys are made can
be rapidly identified. This document is reserved exclusively for professional key cutters who use Silca products. / All information and illustrations in this document are for guidance only. Silca reserves the right to alter products designs, dimensions or info to improve the products quality. The contents of this document are fully protected by Copyright and may
not be copied or reproduced in any form, without written permission from Silca S.p.A. Any controversy shall be settled by the Courts of Justice where the company has its headquarters, with express exclusion of any other court.

Your Customized Keys
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